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using a classical computer:

‘… if you want to make a simulation of nature you’d better
make it quantum mechanical, and by golly it’s a wonderful
problem, because it doesn’t look so easy.’

using a quantum computer:

‘… I believe it is rather simple to answer that question and to 
find the class, but I just haven’t done it.’

Done: S. Lloyd, Science 273, 1073 (1996)

Feynman on simulation in 1982
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Motivation



Strong correlations – dramatic effects
Interplay of microscopic interactions with external influences can 
lead to abrupt macroscopic changes …
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Simple “classical” Ising magnet:



Strong correlations – beyond physics 

Beyond physics strong correlations appear pervasive …



Strong correlations – add quantum
Major interest in quantum many-body problems arises in lattice 
systems – trying to understand the remarkable properties of 
electrons in some materials …

• High-temperature superconductivity

What is the pairing 
mechanism?  

• Quantum Hall effect

What are the topological 
properties of fractional 
QH states?  

These are seminal strongly-correlated phenomena. 



Strong or weak correlations?

It would seem from the offset that condensed matter physics should be a very strongly 
correlated quantum problem?  
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A problem described by the  “theory 
of everything”?  



Weak correlations
Paradoxically, many solid state systems, like metals, display weak correlations despite being 
composed of strongly interacting particles.

Why? First, the Born-Oppenheimer approx. decouples ions and e’s 

Locality means that only these single-particle elements are relevant:

on-site potential: n.n. hopping:

+++
• Neighbouring localised orbitals                       

overlap. 

• Electrons see fixed periodic 
potential of the ions              . 



Weak correlations

in real and momentum space 

Moving to many non-interacting electrons (add spin and 2nd quantise): 

Band structure explains metals, 
semiconductors and insulators:  

Ground state simply fills up single-particle states: 



Strong correlations
This picture fails for some materials like transition metal oxides, 
and the CuO2 planes in high-Tc superconductors. The reason is:

+++

• “core-like” 𝑑𝑑 or 𝑓𝑓 valence orbitals
• small overlap = narrow bands 
• Confinement = large repulsion

Gives the Hubbard model:

Interactions significant – no
simple quasi-particle picture.

Half-filled strong-coupling limit is 
a Heisenberg anti-ferromagnet:



Tensors and contractions 



Consider two level systems

arranged along a one dimensional chain labelled by index 𝑙𝑙

Pauli operators

|𝑔𝑔〉

|𝑒𝑒〉

|0〉

|1〉

|↓〉

|↑〉

Ψ = |↑〉 ⊗ |↑〉 ⊗ |↓〉 ⊗ |↑〉 ⊗ |↓〉 ⊗ |↓〉 ⊗ |↑〉 ⊗ |↓〉

𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑥𝑥|↑〉𝑙𝑙 = |↓〉𝑙𝑙
𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑥𝑥|↓〉𝑙𝑙 = |↑〉𝑙𝑙

𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑧𝑧|↑〉𝑙𝑙 = |↑〉𝑙𝑙
𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑧𝑧|↓〉𝑙𝑙 = −|↓〉𝑙𝑙

𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙
𝑦𝑦|↑〉𝑙𝑙 = 𝑖𝑖|↓〉𝑙𝑙

𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙
𝑦𝑦|↓〉𝑙𝑙 = −𝑖𝑖|↑〉𝑙𝑙

Spin chains only



Tensors
For us a “tensor” is nothing more than a multi-dimensional array of 
complex numbers. The number of indices an array has is called its 
“rank”. Simplest tensors includes the very familiar …

rank 1 = vectors rank 2 = matricesrank 0  = scalars

Introduce a diagrammatic notation – “blobs and sticks”:

Each leg of a tensor has a certain dimension, i.e. range of the index.  

Leg = index
dim = n

dim = m



Tensors
We won’t be too concerned about how we precisely draw tensors:

= =

However, we need to keep track of which leg is which and may label 
them or introduce a convention. For example:

row column

Contraction: We can join tensors together by “contracting” 
legs together which are of the same dimension:

contract

= =



Tensors
Contraction means multiply elements and sum. So in terms of tensor 
elements this contraction is simply: 

i.e. it reduces to matrix-vector multiplication. Likewise other linear 
algebra operations have diagrams: 

or
=

=

=

=

= =

=



Tensors
All of this generalises naturally to higher rank tensors. Consider the 
contraction of two rank-4 tensors:  

or explicitly …

=

We will also often “reshape” tensors to lower or higher rank by 
combining or splitting legs.  

reshape(…) MATLAB command

Reshape rank-4 tensor into a matrix: 

“fat” indices



Tensors
Quantum states give a concrete (very relevant) example of higher 
rank tensors. Take three spin-1/2 particles:

depth

row

column

2 × 2 × 2 array

Conventionally we represent this state as a vector, but can reshape:

23 × 1 vector

rank-1 tensor

rank-3 tensor

spin 1 spin 2 spin 3

= 1= 0= {         ,           }



Tensors
A tensor representation exposes each degree of freedom. Many QM 
calculations have simple diagrams … 

compute norm:

=

compute reduced density matrix:

=

=

compute expectation value:

=

apply operator on spin 2:

=



Many body problem
What about N spins? Now represented by a rank-N tensor: 

…

tensor contains          complex numbers!

Since      is a structureless tensor any calculation we perform is 
forced to operate on exponentially elements …    

“The curse of dimensionality”

Punch line – we have to factorise this tensor into a network of 
smaller tensors with a physically motivated structure …   

…

Even computing the norm is  



…

Our approach …
We are confronted with an intractable problem because our tensor 
for an arbitrary state is structureless = exponentially large.

But even with this we also need to be able to:
• find and time evolve our representation efficiently
• and then be able to efficiently calculate observables from it 

Can we accurately encode physical states into such networks with 
only a number of parameters that grows only polynomially with N?

Physical states have structure (see shortly) – so 
we want to break-up this tensor into a network 
of smaller ones:

…Contract pieces together 
to build a state:  



Matrix Product States 



Simplest tensor network
Let’s start by taking to approach to its most extreme limit:

…

Slice up tensor 
into N pieces:

Since                     this gives  =

This is a product state – it clearly cannot be exact. Parameter 
counting shows that we have gone from dN to just dN amplitudes. 
Yet, this quantum state origami makes calculations trivially easy: 

…

…

…

…
usually normed = 1

…



Product state ansatz
However, this also shows that product states are very crude. 
Consider long-ranged correlations along a spin-chain:  

We quantify the quantum correlation by computing: 

…

…

…

…

…

…

– × = 0

But for product states this can never be anything but zero … 

all = 1



Matrix Product States
While useful product states miss out a lot of physics. Can we build a 
proper tensor network from them? Yes, lets add some new links:

… …

Except the boundaries we now 
have rank-3 tensors at each site:

physical leg dim = 

internal legs dim = 

For fixed      we still only have a polynomial number of parameters. 
We can interpret each rank-3 tensor as a matrix indexed by the 
physical leg. For spins we would have: 

0 = 1 =

= = Both are                  
matrices.



Matrix Product States
By explicitly writing out all the contractions we arrive at:

A matrices are different on every site             

…
We can make all A tensors rank-3 by 
introducing “internal” boundary 
vectors giving instead:

The amplitudes of the state are therefore parameterised by products 
of matrices which are collapsed to a scalar (hence the name MPS):



Example MPS
Note that product states are just MPS with              : 

However, the purpose of introducing “internal” legs was to allow for 
correlations. Some simple examples show we now get this once 

AF-GHZ state:

Set all A 
tensors to :

Since                                           there are only two non-zero products:

and



Example MPS
The AF-GHZ state is then obtained by using: 

This state has infinite-ranged correlations since                                   .                               

W state:

Set all A 
tensors to :

Since                        only N + 1 products of matrices are non-zero:  

+ translates  
and



Example MPS
The W state is then obtained by using: 

Another perspective: view the rank-3 tensors as a matrix of states: 

= = = 

Matrix multiplication (contraction) yields Kronecker product of states:  

Full state is then just:                                                  ,  a useful trick.  



Calculus of MPS
The key property of MPS tensor network is that many calculations 
become very efficient:
Norms and overlaps: …

…
*

=

A useful object in this network is: 

reshape

**
called the “transfer matrix” 

The norm is then: 

This is the multiplication of                   with N – 2                       matrices  
with a complexity that scales as:                     efficient!



Calculus of MPS
Expectation values:

…

…
*

=
…

…

…

…

The expectation value is then a product of vectors and matrices:

This has the same complexity as the norm                    efficient!

In addition to the transfer matrices we now also have: 

reshape

** Similarly for 



Calculus of MPS
Correlation lengths:
The transfer matrix, which appears many times, contains crucial 
information about how correlations behaviour in general in MPS: 

…

…
*

…

…

…

…

…

…

eigenvalues: 

Diagonalise

corr. lengths: 

Once      is fixed and finite MPS always have exponentially decaying 
correlations, but can still model algebraic on short length scales.   

One can show that : 



Gauge freedom
An MPS representation of a state is not-unique. Given any invertible 
square matrix       we can simply insert it and its inverse on any 
internal leg without changing the state:      

…

=
…

This “gauge freedom” can be exploited to establish a crucial property 
for stable algorithms – orthogonality …

…

We obtain a different MPS of 
the same dimension:



Adding two MPS
Consider two MPS of dimension        and         respectively:  

Thus the family of MPS with a dimension      do not form a subspace.  

This MPS for        therefore has dimension                               , i.e. it has 
enlarged, but it is also usually sub-optimal.    

We can form the MPS of their superposition by embedding their 
matrices in the bulk into a large matrix: 

and boundaries (vectors) as:  



Entanglement properties 



Entanglement
To fully understand MPS, i.e. where it will work and fail, we need to 
unravel its correlations in terms of entanglement. Take a system of 
spins in some state         …

A
B

First, reshape tensor into a matrix:

… …

=

Let’s split the system into two:

… …

A B How entangled are A and B?



Entanglement
Now SVD this matrix:

Remember D is diagonal

=

This operation “Schmidt decomposes” the state:

Schmidt bases =

Schmidt rank =

Any state with r > 1 is entangled = not a product state.

= Schmidt coefficients



Entanglement
How are quantum correlations between A and B exposed? Compute 
reduced density operators:

…

A B

…
…

=

trace out B

=

When r > 1        is mixed (despite        being pure). The more uncertain     
the more entangled         is. Quantify this via an entropy:  

von Neumann entropy:

Shannon entropy of       : 

=A’s Schmidt basis diagonalises :  



Exact MPS for any state
If we allow the dimension     of an MPS to vary as needed then any
state can be represented exactly. Take an arbitrary state       :

… …

SVD

…

Keep peeling off physical 
legs and doing SVD …

…

Yields an MPS tensor network.
Internal dimensions = Schmidt 
ranks = entanglement.

…

But, the dimension of the 
internal legs (e.g. in the centre) 
can scale exponentially with N
– we’ve gained nothing so far …



Truncation of bond
If we find that:   

… …

Being in Schmidt form we can identify irrelevant states, e.g. Schmidt 
states with a weight                        , and truncate them away.

Orthogonality of the left and right states makes this “local” truncation 
optimal in terms of the global 2-norm:        

We have therefore “compressed” the original MPS on this single 
internal bond into a smaller one with very little loss of fidelity.        

dim = 



Matrix decompositions
This result has many applications. Here is an example of image 
compression:

We will now use the same technique to compress quantum states …

The full uncompressed image formally has a rank of r = 512, however 
we can severely truncate the SVD and still retain a good image. 



Physical states
One might question whether our goal is even possible in principle –
why should we be able to encode states so compactly?

Random states in Hilbert space are clearly not compressible.

We can’t efficiently evolve or compute observables from this.

Since        is specified by a polynomial number of 
parameters in N a thermal states appears efficient:  

However, we’re interested in physical
states, i.e. those arising as stationary states 
of lattice Hamiltonians with short-range 2-
body interactions, like:



Physical states/boundary laws
We now come to an important observation about physical states. 
Suppose we have a Hamiltonian of the form:

where        acts only on a finite number of sites or 
spins (usually 2) that are geometrically local 
(usually nearest-neighbour) then …

Pick any region A then we find 
that for the ground state          :  

The entanglement between A and 
the rest scales with the boundary

A

Contrast this to entropies in stat. 
mech. which scale with        .       



Physical states/boundary laws
Intuitively a boundary law means that entanglement, and so 
correlations, between a region and the rest is concentrated at their 
interface. In 1D this is particularly constraining …

Beyond numerical evidence the boundary law has been proven for:
• Any gapped 1D Hamiltonian with unique GS.
• For gapped free bosonic/fermionic models in any dimension.

A

Obeying the boundary law means that                                  for any    . 

Even critical gapless systems in 1D, which 
violate the boundary-law, do so “gently” as:



Physical states/boundary laws
A consequence of the boundary law is that the Schmidt coefficients for 
such states decay very quickly with the index      :  

This indicates that in 1D GS and low-
lying excitations are only very weakly 
entangled with only a few relevant 
degrees of freedom.

We can truncate the rank r for every bipartition without any significant 
loss of accuracy:

The locality of physical states means they 
occupy an exponentially small “corner” of 
the many-body Hilbert space: 

Tensor-networks try to encode this corner …

B-L



Computing the ground state  
Product states are a very commonly used approximation. So how do 
we find the “best” or “closest” such state to the exact ground state?  

The problem is we don’t know the exact GS. But we do know the 
Hamiltonian it comes from. For example an Ising spin system:             

and we can easily compute its expectation 
value for PS independent of dimension:

Ideally we would want to find:   

exact GSclosest PS



Variational principle
For this reason our strategy for finding the best product state 
approximation will be to apply the variational principle:

Compute: upper-bounds 
exact GS energy

Then minimise over parameter(s):

to get the “best” estimate.

This is a powerful principle we will exploit frequently for other 
more complex tensor networks.



Aside: lower energy = better?
Not quite. The variational principle is subtle. Consider three simple 
trial wave-functions for “simple hydrogen”:

Having a lower energy only tells us that a given ansatz estimates 
energy better – it’s no guarantee it does anything else better.

[See QM by A. Messiah page 768]



Matrix product operators



Matrix Product Operators
The matrix product representation can be applied to operators as 
well as states. This will be very useful in what is to follow.

includes on-site observables, terms in 
Hamiltonians and n-point correlations:

We have already encountered the simplest MPO’s, product operators:

…

Again we generalise this by introducing internal legs:

Formally it is just an expansion in the physical basis as usual:

= …

dim = m



Matrix Product Operators
Many useful operators have an MPO representation with a very 
small internal dimension. We can build them by hand using a trick 
from earlier …

= …

wrap up physical legs so A matrix elements are on-site operators:

= …

…

…

reducing the MPO to the 
product:

and then use a lower-triangular form by choosing the m-dimensional 
boundary vectors to be:



Matrix Product Operators
Examples: Choose A matrices with m = 2 as: 
Multiplication of A matrices gives 
tensor products the operators as:

For longer products the bottom left corner becomes a sum of all 
translates of terms like       
obvious example is …



Matrix Product Operators

…

�̂�𝑟 �̂�𝑟 �̂�𝑟

�𝑞𝑞 �𝑞𝑞 �𝑞𝑞

�̂�𝑝�̂�𝑝�̂�𝑝
ℓ = 0 ℓ = 𝑁𝑁ℓ = 1

𝑚𝑚 = 0

𝑚𝑚 =1
Start

End

�̂�𝑟

�𝑞𝑞

�̂�𝑝

�𝑂𝑂 = �𝑞𝑞 ⊗ �̂�𝑝 ⊗⋯⊗ �̂�𝑝 + �̂�𝑟 ⊗ (�𝑞𝑞 ⊗ �̂�𝑝 ⊗⋯⊗ �̂�𝑝 + �̂�𝑟 ⊗ �𝑞𝑞 ⊗ �̂�𝑝 ⊗⋯⊗ �̂�𝑝 + ⋯ ⋯ )

�𝑂𝑂 = �
𝑗𝑗=1

𝑁𝑁

�̂�𝑟 ⊗⋯⊗ �̂�𝑟 ⊗ �𝑞𝑞 ⊗ �̂�𝑝 ⊗⋯⊗ �̂�𝑝

at position j



Matrix Product Operators
Nearest neighbour interactions: �𝑂𝑂 = ∑𝑗𝑗 𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗𝑥𝑥𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗+1𝑥𝑥

…
𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼
ℓ = 0 ℓ = 𝑁𝑁ℓ = 1

𝑚𝑚 = 0

𝑚𝑚 =2

𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥

𝑚𝑚 =1
𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥

Start

End

𝐼𝐼

𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥

𝐼𝐼

𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥

𝐴𝐴 =
𝐼𝐼 0 0
𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 0 0
0 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝐼𝐼

𝐼𝐼 𝐼𝐼 𝐼𝐼



Matrix Product Operators
Spin chain in magnetic field: �𝐻𝐻 = ∑𝑗𝑗 𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗𝑥𝑥𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗+1𝑥𝑥 + 𝐵𝐵𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗𝑧𝑧

…

𝐼𝐼 𝐼𝐼 𝐼𝐼

𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼
ℓ = 0 ℓ = 𝑁𝑁ℓ = 1

𝑚𝑚 = 0

𝑚𝑚 =2

𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥

𝐴𝐴 =
𝐼𝐼 0 0
𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 0 0
𝐵𝐵𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝐼𝐼

𝑚𝑚 =1

𝐵𝐵𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧 𝐵𝐵𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧𝐵𝐵𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧
𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥

Start

End

𝐼𝐼

𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥

𝐼𝐼

𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥
𝐵𝐵𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧



Matrix Product Operators
Next nearest neighbour interactions: �𝑂𝑂 = 𝐽𝐽1 ∑𝑗𝑗 𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗𝑥𝑥𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗+1𝑥𝑥 + 𝐽𝐽2 ∑𝑗𝑗 𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗𝑥𝑥𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗+2𝑥𝑥

…

𝐼𝐼 𝐼𝐼 𝐼𝐼

𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼
ℓ = 0 ℓ = 𝑁𝑁ℓ = 1

𝑚𝑚 = 0

𝑚𝑚 =3

𝐼𝐼

𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥

𝐼𝐼

𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥

𝐼𝐼

𝐽𝐽2𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝐽𝐽2𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝐽𝐽2𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥

𝑚𝑚 =2

𝑚𝑚 =1

𝐽𝐽1𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝐽𝐽1𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝐽𝐽1𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥…



Matrix Product Operators
Next nearest neighbour interactions: �𝑂𝑂 = 𝐽𝐽1 ∑𝑗𝑗 𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗𝑥𝑥𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗+1𝑥𝑥 + 𝐽𝐽2 ∑𝑗𝑗 𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗𝑥𝑥𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗+2𝑥𝑥

…

𝐼𝐼 𝐼𝐼 𝐼𝐼

𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼
ℓ = 0 ℓ = 𝑁𝑁ℓ = 1

𝑚𝑚 = 0

𝑚𝑚 =3

𝐼𝐼

𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥

𝐼𝐼

𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥

𝐼𝐼

𝐽𝐽2𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝐽𝐽2𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝐽𝐽2𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥

𝑚𝑚 =2

𝑚𝑚 =1

𝐽𝐽1𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝐽𝐽1𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝐽𝐽1𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥…
𝐴𝐴 =

𝐼𝐼 0 0 0
𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 0 0 0
0 𝐼𝐼 0 0
0 𝐽𝐽1𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝐽𝐽2𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝐼𝐼



Variational optimisation



Finding the ground state
We have seen how we can compute physical properties efficiently if 
given an MPS. We now come to the variational calculation of an MPS 
approximation of the ground state …    

Our task is to minimise:                                  with

We can construct an MPO for = …

=

…

…

…

=

* …

…

*

Then: 



Finding the ground state
Minimising over all A tensors simultaneously would be very difficult. 
We adopt a site by site strategy instead: freeze all A tensors but one 
site’s and solve a local                           optimisation problem:

…

…

…*

Effective Hamiltonian: 

…

…

…

=

Local minimisation of

…

…*

…

…

=

Effective Norm: 

=



Finding the ground state
However, we can avoid a generalised eigenvalue problem if we use 
an orthonormal gauge for the MPS with a split at the site so: 

*

…

…

…

…

Effective Norm: 

left orthonormalised right orthonormalised

We then solve the local standard eigenvalue problem 
Find the lowest eigenvector and 
replace A tensor by this: 

=



Finding the ground state
To devise a proper algorithm we need to define some intermediate 
tensors for this calculation. At site     we have:  

…

…

…

…

…

…

Given that we have minimised for site     then we want to move on to 
site              so we SVD the eigenvector:  

==

Keep the left unitary as the new A tensor (so its left orthonormalised), 
pass on the rest to improve initial guess for next A tensor … 



Finding the ground state
Now create a new left environment tensor one site further on: 

*

This algorithm thus performs a left => right alternating least-squares 
minimisation sweep of the A tensors individually.   

The right => left sweep is defined analogously. Overall algorithm 
consists of repeated left=>right and right=>left sweeps until 
convergence in energy (usually only a handful are needed).    

We compute (or retrieve) the right environment tensor               and 
then form a new local eigenvalue problem for site            .

then



TNTgo example
Let’s try an example DMRG calculation using our online web 
interface tool:   

www.tntgo.org

We can compute the ground state for the isotropic Heisenberg 
Hamiltonian for some OBC chain of length N:

The exact energy density in the thermodynamic limit, given by the 
Bethe ansatz solution is: 

http://www.tntgo.org/


Time-evolution 



MPO x MPS zip
Suppose we have an MPO and we wish to apply this to an MPS and 
get the MPS for the resulting state. Exact approach is to contract …

…

…

The MPS dimension grows exponentially with the number of MPOs we 
multiplied by. Can we approximate/compress? Yes, use SVD again: 

SVD

Contract and SVD, sweeping from left to right, 
passing on the remainder, but don’t truncate yet.

SVD
move to next site …

…

No orthonormality.



MPO x MPS zip
We will establish a fully left orthonormalised state, but with an 
enlarged internal dimension        . Now we sweep back and truncate: 

…

truncate dim = 

…

Whether compression is accurate depends on the Schmidt spectra 
encountered during the sweep. Overall the cost is                      .   

Orthonormality ensures locally optimal truncation, but not globally. 
This is because of the one-sided interdependence of truncations. 
Continuing we end up with a fully right orthonormalised MPS with 
dimension     …

…



Time-evolution of MPS
We have seen how to efficiently compute physical properties from 
MPS and how to efficiently find a variational approximation to the 
ground state, now we come to how to efficiently time-evolve MPS … 

Take a Hamiltonian                                   composed of time-dependent      
nearest-neighbour terms, e.g.   

Given some initial MPS        at time t0 we want to compute the action 
of the unitary time-evolution operator:    

which formally solves to the TDSE                                                    as:     



Time-evolution of MPS
To handle this we first digitise the time-dependence into T piece-wise 
constant segments      :  

However, we are still left with an exponentially sized unitary 
for any given segment, so next step is to “Trotterise”. Simplest case:   

akin to assuming       and      commute (not true), so usually more 
accurate higher-order versions are used like:   



Time-evolution of MPS
For a given segment we have:  

we then divide the terms in the Hamiltonian into two parts:

Notice that (for spins and bosons) all terms within either set commute
since they act on disjoint sites, so for example:     

is an exact expansion and is simply a product of two-site unitaries.

odd pairs:

even pairs:



Time-evolution of MPS
The evolution for a single segment can be approximated to                as:   

This is equivalent to applying a quantum circuit of two-site unitaries:

…

…

…

Other segments will be analogously decomposed for their times. We 
need                    where      is a relevant energy scale, both for 
smoothly approximating time-variations and reducing Trotter errors. 



Time-evolution of MPS
We now recast this circuit as an MPO. First we SVD the gates like:   

SVD

…

…

…

Then insert into circuit and contract vertically to get a segment MPO: 

dim =       (at most)

= …

dim =       (at most)



Time-evolution of MPS
The complete time-evolutions is now an MPS repeatedly multiplied by 
a sequence of MPOs for each time segment:   

…

…

…

…
…

…

tim
e 

  

The t-MPS algorithm proceeds by starting at the top and performing 
one by one each of the MPO x MPS for each row of the grid, while 
compressing the resulting MPS to control its internal dimension.   



TNTgo example
Let’s try a simple example t-MPS calculation, again using our online 
web interface tool www.tntgo.org.   
Take the XXZ Hamiltonian for some OBC chain of length N:

Pick a “domain wall” initial state:   

free fermion XX model

FM AFM

-1   1   0   

critical/gapless

Our initial state’s a highly excited state in the AFM phase. Contrast its 
evolution (break-up of domain wall) when                     to                    .   

isotropic Heisenberg model

XXZ model has a rich 
phase diagram.

http://www.tntgo.org/


Code for doing TNT
You could write your own, but our group is developing an open-
access TNT library (in C) which does a lot of the hard work for you:

www.tensornetworktheory.org

• DMRG and td-DMRG available now.
• U(1) quantum number symmetry.

• Finite-temperature calculations.
• Master equation evolution.
• Quantum trajectory code.

• Parallelised versions of codes.
• Impurity solvers for DMFT.
• Tensor tree, PEPS and MERA.

Available:

Coming soon:

Coming later:



Calculations one can do
In this lecture I have presented efficient algorithms for solving 
problems (1) finding the GS and (2) doing time-evolution for 1D 
strongly correlated systems using MPS-MPO. In addition we can:    

• Simulate periodically driven systems 
• Calculate spectral functions 〈𝜓𝜓|𝐴𝐴 𝑡𝑡 𝐵𝐵 0 |𝜓𝜓〉
• Simulate open quantum systems

• Stochastic Schroedinger equation with 𝐻𝐻eff
• Evolution according to master equation �̇�𝜌 = ℒ(𝜌𝜌)

• Move to 2D using PEPS extensions 
• Carry out Monte Carlo sampling of tensor networks
• Start from thermal states at finite temperature 𝑇𝑇
• Solve classical stochastic evolutions (rare events) 
• Combine TNT and non-equilibrium dynamical mean-field methods 



• Simulation of strongly correlated condensed matter
– Toy models believed to describe condensed matter and quantum 

materials
– Novel quantum phenomena in many-body systems
– Switching between quantum phases
– Critical phenomena

• Other Applications in the Sciences and beyond
– Cosmology, atomic physics, high energy physics, … [RMP 86, 153 (2014)]
– Dynamical gauge field simulators [PRL 109 175392 (2012)]
– Quantum machine learning [Contemporary Physics 56, 172 (2015)]
– Quantum chemistry [Nature Chemistry 2, 106 (2010)]
– Classical optimization problems in finance and logistics [www.1qbit.com]
– Solving differential equations [PRL 110, 230501 (2013)]

Possible Applications



• U. Schollwock,
The density-matrix renormalization group in the age of matrix product 
states, Annals of Physics 326, 96 (2011).

• F. Verstraete, V. Murg and J.I. Cirac, 
Matrix product states, projected entangled pair states, and variational
renormalization group methods for quantum spin systems, Advances in 
Physics 57, 143 (2008).

• J.I. Cirac and F. Verstraete,
Renormalization and tensor product states in spin chains and lattices, J. 
Phys. A: Math. Theor. 42, 504004 (2009).

• G. Evenbly and G. Vidal,
Quantum criticality with the multi-scale entanglement renormalization 
ansatz, arxiv:1109.5334

• Roman Orus,
A practical introduction to tensor networks: matrix product states and 
projected entangled pair states, arxiv:1306.2164

Some important references



Appendix: Some Details



Orthogonality
Let’s take an MPS and split some internal leg into two pieces …      

… …

What are the properties of the states            and            of the left and 
right subsystems? In particular are they orthogonal? Consider:

is equivalent to the form:

… = =

*

which is an overlap matrix for the set of “left” states. If this is the 
identity matrix then they are an orthonormal basis of a subspace.

=
?

=



Orthogonality
Suppose that the “left” states at the splitting               are orthogonal, 
then      

…

so for            to be 
orthogonal we need:

*

= =
*

Thus we are left with a local condition on the matrices. If this is 
obeyed by all the matrices          for sites             then all their left 
states are orthogonal. This is exactly what we want for an exact MPS: 

…

each                    is  “unitary”

they came from a reduced SVD, so 
they automatically obey:

=

*

*



Orthogonality
A similar condition applies to the “right” states of our splitting:       

…
*

= =
*

We say this is right
orthonormalised

If this is obeyed by all the matrices          for sites             then all their 
right states are orthogonal. So how do we turn any MPS into a form 
with left-right orthogonality about some split?   

… …

all right orthonormalisedall left orthonormalised
Apply same strategy as for the exact MPS construction …



Enforcing orthogonality
Start from the left:       

…

collect up remainder:       

=

SVD …

new A matrix is left 
orthonormalised:       … move to next site:       

=

SVD … 

repeat:       …
next A matrix is left 
orthonormalised:       



Enforcing orthogonality
Do analogously from the right. Meet up at desired splitting:   

… …

Finally we SVD the remainder:   =

Thus we have converted the MPS into Schmidt form about the split 
and exposed the Schmidt coefficients (entanglement) there.       

Can absorb unitaries into adjacent A matrices – doesn’t alter their 
orthonormality properties – end up with a diagonal at the split:       

… …



Variational MPO x MPS
An alternative approach is to variationally target the 2-norm residual 
between the “exact” MPO x MPS and a compressed MPS result: 

Solution found from a linear system of equations:

This is a highly non-linear optimisation problem in terms of the A
matrices of the compressed MPS. Use the strategy of extremising with 
respect to one A matrix at a time (will all the others frozen) … 

…

*



Variational MPO x MPS
Graphically the equation                       is equivalent to: 

Can be solved iteratively, e.g. by using conjugate gradients, where the 
solution                is found by using repeatedly the multiplication          . 
However, if left-right orthonormality applies to the frozen A matrices 
then the problem reduces to …   

*

……= …… = = 

*

= unknown

Use SVD on local solution to shift orthonormality split one site along. 
Efficiency depends heavily on the initial guess for the A matrices.

……= No system of equations 
to solve now!    
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